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 Abstract  We propose a nonparametric test for checking parametric hypotheses
about the stationary density of weakly dependent observations  The test statistic
is based on the L
 
distance between a nonparametric and a smoothed version of a
parametric estimate of the stationary density  It can be shown that this statistic
behaves asymptotically as in the case of independent observations  Accordingly we
propose an i i d type bootstrap to determine the critical value for the test 
  Introduction
Especially in the context of data from time series statisticians very often t certain
parametric or semiparametric models  Parametric restrictions can be imposed for
the dependence mechanism between subsequent observations andor their marginal
distribution  For example people often assume normality  either directly for the
observed random variables or for the unobserved innovations in structural time series
models  For some of these models it is known that normality of the innovations
also implies normality for the observed random variables  The adequacy of such
strong assumptions is almost always debatable and some guidelines for assessing their
appropriateness are of interest  In the present paper we develop a test which can be
used to check certain parametric or semiparametric assumptions on the marginal
distribution 
There already exists a lot of theory for tests in the context of independent identi
cally distributed observations  Classical approaches are based on a comparison of the
assumed cumulative distribution function with its empirical counterpart and include
wellknown tests such as the KolmogorovSmirnov and the Cramervon Mises test 
More recently people also developed tests based on a comparison of the assumed
density with a nonparametric estimate  In the context of i i d  observations Bickel
and Rosenblatt  proposed a test based on the L
 
distance between a non
parametric density estimate and a parametric t  Although methods based on the
cumulative distribution function such as the KolmogorovSmirnov and the Cramer
von Mises test mentioned above are perhaps more popular among applied statisti
cians both approaches have their relative advantages and disadvantages  The relative
merits of smoothingbased tests based on local characteristics like densities versus
nonsmoothing tests based on cumulative characteristics are discussed by Rosenblatt

 and Ghosh and Huang  in a dierent context  The essential message is
that nonsmoothing tests look primarily at global deviations and are therefore well
suited for detecting classical Pitmanalternatives of the form f  f

n
   
g   On the
other hand smoothingbased tests focus on more localized deviations and are conse
quently more powerful for detecting alternatives of the form f  f

 n
 
g n
 

for suitable      
In the context of dependent data the development of practicable tests becomes usu
ally more dicult than in the independent case since even the limit distribution of
a potential test statistic depends on the dependence mechanism within the observa
tions  In this respect smoothingbased methods have another perhaps unexpected
advantage since it turns out that certain test statistics have the same limit distri
bution as in the case of i i d  observations  Whereas this eect is wellknown for
the pointwise behaviour of nonparametric estimators see e g  Robinson 	 it
seems to be much less known for statistics that depend through some nonparametric
estimator on the whole sample  Takahata and Yoshihara 	 showed for the special
case of mdependent observations that the integrated squared error of a nonparamet
ric estimate of the stationary density has the same limit distribution as in the case
of i i d  data  We will actually make use of the methodology developed in that paper
for proving a central limit theorem in our slightly dierent situation  Inspired be the
work of Hardle and Mammen  we will focus on the L
 
distance between a non
parametric estimate and a smoothed version of a parametric estimate rather than the
parametric estimate itself  Moreover we will also relax the assumptions of Takahata
and Yoshihara 	 which in particular allows us to include the interesting case of
testing the joint distribution of X
i
X
i l
 
      X
i l
d  


  There exists some related
work on nonparametric tests which is also based on the possibility to neglect weak
dependence  Theory for L
 
tests is developed in Paparoditis  for the spectral
density and in Kreiss Neumann and Yao 	 for the autoregression function  The
case of supremumtype statistics that are needed for the construction of simultaneous
condence bands and L

tests is investigated in Neumann and Kreiss  in the
context of nonparametric autoregressive models and in Neumann   in
the more general framework of weakly dependent processes without any additional
structural assumptions 
Although one could choose the critical value according to the limit distribution of the
test statistic we propose to use the bootstrap for its determination  According to our
asymptotic theory we employ Efrons  bootstrap which was originally designed
for i i d  observations  Some experience in related cases e g  simulations reported
in Hardle and Mammen  let us expect that some suitable bootstrap method
improves the accuracy of approximation provided by the limiting normal distribution 
Although we do not have a rigorous proof for the superiority of the bootstrap over a
rstorder asymptotic approximation some simulations reported in Section  of this
paper seem to corroborate this conjecture 
  Test statistics and their limit distributions
Throughout the whole paper we assume that we have observations from a stationary
process fX
i
   i  g  We do not impose any kind of structural conditions
on the dependence mechanism such as for example some niteorder autoregressive
structure  All we need is some appropriate kind of mixing condition and some as
sumption on the joint densities  We impose in particular the following conditions
Assumption  
Let for j  k  F
k
j
 X
j
X
j
       X
k
   The coecient of absolute regularity
mixing coecient is dened as
k  E
 


sup
VF

ik
n
jP V j F
i
 
   P V j
o



 
We suppose that the k decay with an exponential rate that is
k  C exp Ck 
Let f be the stationary density of the process and f
X
i
 
 X
i
m
be the joint density of
X
i
 
       X
i
m
 
Assumption 
i f is continuous
ii sup
x
 
 x
m
n
f
X
i
 
 X
i
m
x

        x
m

o
  for all m and i

        i
m
 
We study either the case of ddimensional random variables X
i
or the case of one
dimensional random variables X
i
where we are interested in testing hypotheses on
the joint density of X
i
X
i l
 
       X
i l
d  


  To unify our notation we introduce
random variables Y
i
 where Y
i
 X
i
in the rst and Y
i
 X
i
X
i l
 
       X
i l
d  


in the latter case 
Tests for parametric or semiparametric hypotheses can be derived at dierent levels
concerning the cardinality of the null hypothesis  All essential mathematical features
can already be studied in the simplest case of a single null hypothesis which is the
object of the following subsection  Then we will briey discuss some issues related
to the practically more important case of a composite hypothesis 
  Testing of single hypotheses In order to present the essential mathematical
ideas in an as clear as possible manner we consider rst the basic case of testing a
single hypothesis that is of
H

 f  f

 
Let
b
f
n
x 

nh
d
n
X
i
K

x  Y
i
h

 
be a usual kernel estimator of f  where h  hn denotes a bandwidth tending to 
as n   Our test statistic relates
b
f
n
with the hypothetical density f

  To avoid
any kind of bias problems we compare
b
f
n
with a smoothed version of f

  This leads
to
T
n
 nh
d  
Z
h
b
f
n
x   K
h
 f

x
i
 
dx 
where the smoothing operator K
h
is dened by
K
h
 g 
Z
h
 d
K

   z
h

gz dz  
Before we state a theorem about the limit distribution of T
n
 we introduce two more
assumptions 
Assumption 
K is bounded and compactly supported 
Assumption 
i h  ologn
 

ii h
 d
 on 
The asymptotic behaviour of statistics similar to T
n
was already investigated by
Takahata and Yoshihara 	  They found in the special case of mdependent ob
servations that T
n
 ET
n
converges to a normal distribution with the same variance
as if the Y
i
were independent  The following theorem provides a similar result under
a dierent set of assumptions 
Theorem   Suppose that Assumptions   to  are fullled Then
T
n
  h
 d  
Z
K
 
u du
d
  N 
 

where

 
 
Z
f
 
x dx 
Z

Z
KuKu v du
	
 
dv 
The proof of this assertion is based on a central limit theorem for sums of dependent
random variables due to Dvoretzky  and follows in large parts the pattern of the
proof of a similar assertion in Takahata and Yoshihara 	  In order to provide a
selfcontained version of this paper and since our technical assumptions are dierent
from those in Takahata and Yoshihara 	 we give a full proof in Section  
 Testing of composite hypotheses In this subsection we consider the per
haps more important case of testing composite hypotheses  Instead of a single null
hypothesis f  f

 we have now
H

 f  F 
where F is some parametric or even semiparametric class of density functions  It will
turn out that under suitable regularity conditions on the class F  the problem can
be reduced to the case of a single hypothesis investigated in the previous subsection 
Practitioners are probably most interested in testing nitedimensional parametric
hypotheses that is F  F

 ff

 	  g  where   R
d
  We will study this case
in some detail and will discuss the semiparametric problem of testing independence
of certain components of Y
i
briey at the end of this section 
In the case of f  F

 let 	

  be such that f


 f   Our test will be based
on the L
 
distance between our nonparametric estimate
b
f
n
and a smoothed version
of a parametric t f
b

 namely
T
n
b

 nh
d  
Z
h
b
f
n
x   K
h
 f
b

x
i
 
dx 
where K
h
is the smoothing operator dened by    By looking at
T
n
b

  T
n
 nh
d  
Z
h
b
f
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x   K
h
 f


x
i h
K
h
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

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h
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b

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i
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Z
h
K
h
 f
b

  f


x
i
 
dx
it is easy to nd sucient conditions for the asymptotic equivalence of T
n
b

and T
n
 
To formulate such a set of conditions we write f

in the form
f

x  f


x  	   	

f



x  R	 	

 x 
In the following we will assume
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i
Z
h
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b
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

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i
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
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Z
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P
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 
It is easy to see that Assumptions  and  and iiiv of Assumption 
 imply
that
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This leads immediately to the following theorem
Theorem  Suppose that Assumptions   to  are fullled Then
T
n
b

  h
 d  
Z
K
 
u du
d
  N 
 
 
Remark   In cases where Assumption 
 is not satised one may still construct a
conservative test based on theory developed for T
n
  In this case we may consider
T
ninf
 inf


Z
h
b
f
n
x   K
h
 f

x
i
 
dx

  
If f  F

 it follows immediately that
P T
ninf
	 t  P T
n
	 t  
Hence we can apply the asymptotic theory given in Theoren   or the bootstrap
approximation proposed in the next section to construct a test which has an asymp
totic error of the rst kind not larger than 
 
Remark  It seems also possible to develop a test of independence of certain compo
nents of Y
i
in complete analogy to a proposal of Rosenblatt 
 in the independent
case  To be more specic for testing independence of the two components Y
i
and
Y
i 
of Y
i
 Y

i
 Y

i 


 one might use the statistic
R

b
f
n
x  
b
f
n
x


b
f
 n
x
 

 
dx 
where
b
f
n
and
b
f
 n
are kernel estimators of f

and f
 
 respectively and fx 
f

x

f
 
x
 
 under H

  We expect that this test statistic has the same limit dis
tribution as given in Theorem  of Rosenblatt 
 in the independent case 
  Bootstrapping the test statistic
The theoretical results of the previous section motivate the use of bootstrap methods
similar to that designed for the i i d  case in order to approximate the distribution of
both test statistics considered  In fact Theorem   and Theorem   suggest that in
order to get an asymptotically correct estimator of the distributions of these statistics
it is not necessary to reproduce the whole and probably very complicated depen
dence structure of the stochastic process generating the observations  We stress here
the fact that the theorems obtained are based on asymptotic considerations i e  we
expect that for nite sample sizes n such a simple bootstrap procedure which neglects
the dependence in the data will lead to valuable approximations only if the smoothing
bandwidth h is small enough and the dependence of the data weak enough  Since we
focus our considerations primarily to the error probability of the rst type it suces
to provide a consistent estimator of the distribution of the test statistics under the
null hypothesis  On the other hand since one is of course interested in a good power
performance we should also approximate one of the distributions corresponding to
the null if the true distribution does not correspond to the hypothesis  Hence we
should not use resampling with replacement from the observations Y

 Y
 
        Y
n
 
Rather we generate independent bootstrap resamples Y


 Y

 
        Y

n
according to
the density f
b

 
  Bootstrap approximations Consider rst the case of testing a composite
hypothesis i e  the case where f  f


  In order to ensure that certain random
integrals convergence in probability to the correct limits as
b
	  	

 the following
additional assumptions are imposed on the parametric density estimate f
b

 
Assumption 
i sup
x
ff
b

xg  O
P

ii
Z
h
f
b

x   f


x
i
 
dx  o
P
 
The bootstrap procedure proposed in this case can then be described as follows  Let
Y

i
 i           n be a random sample from f
b

and
 
f

n
x be a kernel estimator of
f
b

dened by
 
f

n
x 

nh
d
n
X
i
K

x  Y

i
h

  
In view of the equivalence of T
n
b

and T
n
 it suces to imitate the statistic T
n
 i e 
we consider the bootstrap statistic
T

n
 nh
d  
Z
h
 
f

n
x   K
h
 f
b

x
i
 
dx  
The following theorem justies theoretically the use of the statistic T

n
in order to
approximate the distribution of T
n
and therefore also of T
n
b

  It enables us to use
the quantiles of this distribution in order to carry out the test procedure 
Theorem   Suppose that Assumptions     and  are fullled Then we have
conditionally on Y

 Y
 
        Y
n
T

n
  h
 d  
Z
K
 
u du
d
  N 
 
 in probability
One could of course also directly approximate the distribution of T
n
b

by the distri
bution of the bootstrap statistic T

n
b


where the latter is dened by
T

n
b


 nh
d  
Z
h
 
f

n
x   K
h
 f
b


x
i
 
dx  
In the above expression f
b


denotes the estimated parametric t obtained using the
bootstrap sample Y


 Y

 
        Y

n
 
The validity of this method follows from Theorem   and Theorem   if the dif
ference between T

n
and T

n
b


is asymptotically negligible  To be more specic we
need the fact that with an increasing probability the bootstrap distributions of T

n
and T

n
b


are close to each other i e  for arbitrary    we would like to have
E
h
P

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
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
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
j  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This is conveniently expressed by the following assumption on the unconditional prob
ability
P

jT

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
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b


j  

 o  
In analogy to Assumption 
 this is ensured by the following assumption
Assumption 
i
Z
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K
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 f
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i
 
dx  o
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
 
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iii sup
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iv
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
where o
P
and O
P
refer here to the joint distribution of Y

        Y
n
 and Y


        Y

n
 
As an immediate corollary to Theorem   we get
Corollary   Suppose that Assumptions      and 	 are fullled Then we
have conditionally on Y

 Y
 
        Y
n
T

n
b


  h
 d  
Z
K
 
u du
d
  N 
 
 in probability
Consider next the case of testing a single hypothesis i e  the case f  f

  Since
in this case the distribution of Y
i
is completely known the appropriate bootstrap
statistic is given by
T

n
 nh
d  
Z
h
 
f

n
x   K
h
 f

x
i
 
dx 

where
 
f

n
x is dened as in   and the Y

i
s are now i i d  samples from the known
density f

  The following theorem can then be established  Its proof follows exactly
the same lines as the proof of Theorem   
Theorem  Suppose that Assumptions 
i  and  are fullled Then condi
tionally on Y

 Y
 
        Y
n
T

n
  h
 d  
Z
K
 
u du
d
  N 
 
 
 Simulated examples The theory of the previous section justies asymp
totically the use of the proposed bootstrap procedure in order to approximate the
distribution the test statistic considered  In this section we study the nite sample
performance of the bootstrap by means of a small simulation experiment  For this
realizations of length n   have been generated from the rst order autoregressive
process X
t
 X
t 
 
t
 where 
t
is an i i d  sequence with 
t

 N
p
   
 
 and
the autoregressive parameter  takes its values in the set f   	g  Note that
for    we are in the i i d  setting i e  our test is identical to the test proposed by
Bickel and Rosenblatt   The case     corresponds to a !rather moderate
dependence while    	 to a !rather strong dependence in the data  The null hy
pothesis is that of Gaussian distribution with unknown mean and variance  The test
statistic T
n
	

has been calculated using the kernelKx  
p

 
I 
p
  x 
p

for which some optimality properties has been derived in the testing context con
sidered here cf  Ghosh and Huang   The smoothing bandwidth has been set
equal to h     To estimate the exact distribution of T
n
	

  replications of the
model considered have been used while the bootstrap approximations are based on
 samples 
Please insert Figure   and Figure  about here
Figure  and Figure  show the simulated exact densities and three bootstrap es
timates of these densities based on dierent original time series  In each case the
estimated exact density of T
n
	

as well as the densities of the corresponding boot
strap approximations shown in these exhibits have been obtained using the Gaussian
smoothing kernel and a bandwidth selection according to Silvermans rule  Finally
to make some comparisons with the asymptotic Gaussian approximation we have
plotted in these gures also the corresponding Gaussian densities  As these exhibits
show the asymptotic Gaussian distribution is a poor approximation to the estimated
exact one  Furthermore for small and moderate dependence the bootstrap approx
imations are more satisfactorily improving upon the Gaussian approximation and
reproducing more closely the overall behavior and the skewness of the estimated
exact density  Only in the case    	 with a rather strong positive dependence in
the data the bootstrap approximations become worse  Clearly we expect that in this
case other bootstrap approaches like the block bootstrap which explicitly takes into
account the dependence structure of the data will lead to better results 
  Proofs
Proof of Theorem   According to a wellknown theorem of Brown  one can
derive a central limit theorem for statistics that can be written as a sum of an in
creasing number of martingale dierences that satisfy an asymptotic negligibility con
dition  Dvoretzky  extended this result to statistics that form such a scheme
only approximately which is of particular importance in the context of weakly depen
dent random variables  Before we begin with checking the conditions of Dvoretzkys
theorem we decompose T
n
in such a way that the leading term satises just these
conditions while the remaining terms are of negligible order  Our proof follows essen
tially the same pattern as a proof of a similar assertion in Takahata and Yoshihara
	 
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n
in the form
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The proof of the desired central limit theorem for T
n
is facilitated by using a decom
position of Y

        Y
n
into an alternating sequence of large and small blocks  The
gaps between the large blocks are of length 
n
 C

logn  where an appropri
ate choice of C

becomes clear from the calculations below  The length of the large
blocks is denoted by l
n
 where the only requirement is that 
n
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n
 n   In
accordance with this the kth large block is formed by Y
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a
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This completes the proof of the theorem 
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